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EUNETWORKS DELIVERS HOST¦NEX FOR ILLIAN.NETWORKS B.V. 
 

HIGH AVAILABILITY SOLUTION TO SUPPORT DUTCH SERVICE PROVIDER 

 

Amsterdam, The Netherlands – 5TH June–euNetworks (SGX: H23.SI), owner and operator of 

one of Europe’s highest capacity fiber networks and provider of mission critical 

communication infrastructure and services, today announced that it has signed an 

agreement with Dutch service provider illian.networks BV. Under the terms of the three-

year-agreement, euNetworks will deploy host¦nex – a high availability solution of 

integrated co-location and private fiber networks in the Netherlands.  

 

illian.networks, one of the Netherlands’ leading supplier of hosting and ASP (Application 

Services Provider) solutions required a highly available and scalable platform to deliver 

solutions to their increasing customer base. First, Illian.networks located their high 

availability server platform in euNetworks high power density datacenter in Amsterdam. 

euNetworks’ then deployed a private fiber ring enabling illian.networks with the highest 

levels of security, reliability and performance over which to deliver hosting and 

application sharing services.  

 

Rutger Bevaart, Chief Executive Officer, illian.networks said: “illian.networks demands the 

highest levels of performance and availability for delivering services to our clients. 

euNetworks’ ability to deliver a seamless solution of high-power density datacenter allied 

to one of the Netherlands’ largest fiber networks more than meets those demands.” 

  



Noel Meaney, Chief Executive Officer, eunetworks said: “illian.networks required 

scalability, reliability and high availability. EuNetworks’ ownership and operation of one 

of The Netherlands’ largest fiber networks supported by a premium datacenter facility 

enables our customers with high-power density and secure infrastructure on which to roll 

out mission critical solutions” 

 

host|nex services 

host¦nex is euNetworks’ high availability hosted services solution, providing enterprise, 

carrier and service provider clients with best in class co-location and managed services. 

host|nex offers a range of Storage and Business Continuity services, Hosting services, 

such as Remote Hands and Power, as well as variety of Security Services and Firewalls. 

euNetworks operates more than 15,000 square metres of co-location space in Europe, 

designed to the highest standards of security, cooling and power density to meet the 

demands of the most exacting requirements. The facility is purpose built to the highest 

specifications and connected to euNetworks’ metro and long haul all-fiber network.  

 

[ENDS] 

 

About euNetworks  

euNetworks owns and operates one of Europe’s highest capacity fiber networks and 

provides mission critical communication infrastructure and services to large corporates, 

carriers, and service providers.  Constructed at a cost in excess of €1.3 billion, euNetworks 

all-fiber optic network uniquely combines ‘long-haul’ inter-city network linking Europe’s 

largest economies, with high density ‘last-mile’ metropolitan fiber networks in 15 of 

Europe’s leading cities.  euNetworks was recently awarded the prestigious title of “Best 

New Entrant” by leading telecommunications publication, Capacity Magazine. The 

award was granted to euNetworks following their acquisition of a pan European fiber 

network thus extending their unique proposition of delivering private fiber networks – an 

offering the judges felt is of immense value to large Corporates and carriers alike. 

euNetworks, a member of the Global Voice Group, is headquartered in Frankfurt, 

publicly listed on the Singapore stock exchange (SGX: H23.SI). For further information 

please visit www.euNetworks.com. 

 



About illian.networks 

illian.networks is a young and ambitious service provider specialized in complex hosting 

solutions often found in large Java infrastructures (IBM, WebSphere, SUN Java Enterprise 

Server, JBoss/Tomcat) but also PHP/MySQL or Microsoft ASP.NET. illian.networks’ unique 

proposition is the combination of both, software development-processes and 

application-infrastructure. illian.networks combines the expertise of Java, MQ-Series, Unix, 

Internet, VPN, networking and security in one high-class proposition. 
  

illian.networks’ products and services are focused on the following applications: 

Virtual ISP services: Hosting services for webdesigners, webhosters and partners 

Virtual ASP services: Hosting services specifically build for the management of complex 

Java environment 

Private Servers and Vitual Private Servers. 

Tailor-made solutions 

Education and training 

 

 

 


